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ABSTRACT
In this article we propose a collaborative logistics framework for a Port Logistics Chain (PLC) based on the principles of Supply Chain Management (SCM) that rely on stakeholders integration and collaboration, providing a reference model for the inland coordination of the PLC. A comprehensive literature review was conducted, analyzing several cases in which SCM practices have been implemented as well as studies related to port development, governance, coordination and best practices associated. This background information was used to identify current gaps in logistics management practices and potential scopes of intervention within the PLC to suggest a redesign process and configure new structures under a collaborative scheme, following the guidelines of SCM.
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1. Introduction
A port logistics chain (PLC) embraces all the global logistics chains that operate through a seaport, including different stakeholders involved in the international trade processes, such as the importers and exporters, the Port Authority, the terminal operators, customs, customs agents, transport companies (ground and maritime), freight forwarders, empty container parks, etc. The PLC faces important challenges for the integration of those supply chains processes and the huge number of public and private stakeholders. Another challenge faced by the PLC is the existence of several sources of variability that affect the import and export flows.

This could be either from the maritime perspective with variability in the arrival time of ships to the port, or from the inland perspective with uncertainty regarding the exact arrival time of external trucks to the port terminal, as well as
service times at each echelon of the logistic chain. These factors strongly impact the resource and capacity utilization of the different stakeholders. Hence, the PLC should focus on the reduction of variability through a better coordination among the physical and documental flows, based on the well-known inter-enterprise concepts of Supply Chain Management (SCM).

Chilean foreign trade has experienced a sustained growth in the last decades, as it can be observed in the reports of international commerce provided by the Chilean Customs and related gremial associations. Due to free trade agreements with several countries and the trade globalization process, this trend is expected to continue in the future. As a consequence, port infrastructure has been improved and increased.

However, after performing in site visits to Chilean Ports and interviews with key stakeholders such as transport operators and stevedore’s managers, those investments in port infrastructure lack of modifications and improvements in logistics processes. Previous issue is also supported by the current position of Chile (or any Latin American country) at international benchmark measures such as the Logistic Performance Index (LPI), in which Chile occupied the first place in LATAM in 2012 report, but the position number 39 with respect to developed economies. Hence, it is clear that there is room for logistics improvements that may enhance the competitiveness of international trade of the nation.

Previous issues and the fact that international trade has significantly increased, has led to high logistics costs, congestion at port facilities, and document based processes prone to mistakes and duplications, among other problems. As a solution to the above problem, we present a proposal for the design and implementation of a collaborative logistics framework as a reference model for the coordination of the inland operations of the PLC. The proposed framework includes three main components:

(1) Management of Port Logistics Governance. This is based on the existence of a Port Community with a well-defined organizational structure that facilitates dialogue and communication among the public and private stakeholders involved in the port logistics chain, fostering the analysis and continuous improvement of the international trade procedures.

(2) Port Logistics Operations Model. This considers the relationship between the main infrastructure of the port and the logistics processes associated, which could be centralized, decentralized or hybrid, according to the existence or not of a pre-terminal or a facility that is used as an extension of the port where total or partial flows should be directed;

(3) Logistics Management Platform System. This includes a conceptualization of the planning, scheduling, and control activities cycles of physical and information flows and the technological systems that support them through the entire port logistics chain.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. A literature review on SCM and other studies related to Port Operations and Development is addressed in Section 2. Section 3 presents the proposed framework and its main components and Section 4 provides details related to the Logistics Management Platform System and the subsystems Demand Management System (4.1), Vehicles Management System (4.2) and Order Management System (4.3). Section 5 presents a brief description of the case of a Chilean PLC. Conclusions, managerial insights and further research are provided in section 6.

2. Literature Review

Due to the globalization, e-commerce, and mass customization trends, global logistics management in business operations has become more important than ever. In this regard, transportation is becoming a more strategic business function because transport costs are accounting for a larger percentage of the cost of goods sold [1]. In addition, delays in transit time can undermine enterprise performance, affecting the organization’s competitiveness [2]. Consequently, ports are now seriously exploring the potential of the supply chain management (SCM) concept. Effective SCM is an essential strategy for enterprise success in global and e-markets to get products to market faster and at a minimal total cost [3-5].
Globalization has introduced additional concerns to companies participating in international supply chains. These include interest rates, exchange rates, taxes, duties, and customs regulations. This environment is continuously changing, and so is the volatility of the freight market [6]. All these issues have contributed to increasing the pressure on port operations, as well as the introduction of structural changes in logistics and new patterns of distribution.

In a broad sense, a supply chain consists of two or more legally separated organizations linked by material, information, and financial flows. These organizations may be firms producing parts, components and end products, logistic service providers, and the customer. SCM recognizes the strategic nature of coordination between trading partners. The higher the degree of integration across the supply chain the better a firm performs [7,8]. There are dangers if suppliers and customers are not fully integrated in terms of their business processes [9].

Currently the competition in the global market does not occur between companies but between supply chains and flexibility is becoming one of the most important requirements of production systems in which the product/service is often produced with contribution of several companies [10]. Going beyond organizational barriers, aligning strategies, and speeding up flows along the supply chain are typical issues in SCM [11]. So the next step is to achieve supply chain collaboration [12]. Simatupang and Sridharan [13] offer as a definition: “A collaborative supply chain simply means that two or more independent companies work jointly to plan and execute supply chain operations with greater success than when acting in isolation”.

When a common action plan is executed by the legally separated firms in a supply chain, they collaborate to improve the competitiveness of the supply chain as a whole [11].

It is generally accepted that a relationship exists between competitiveness and supply chain structure [14-16] and the ability to adapt the structure of the supply chain quickly according to market needs has been recognized as one of the major advantages of this type of organization [11].

This is a very useful ability for a volatile environment like the one associated with seaport clusters [6]. Supply chain performance assessment has been proved to be a key element on the current global environment, and systematic approaches are essential to understand the interactions of the different echelons of the logistics chain [17].

The existence of a huge number of public and private stakeholders that interact in transport operations and the logistics of international trade cargo generates significant coordination problems among the port terminals and their main users, in addition requiring a huge number of transactions and documentation processes, most of them based on paper documents. These characteristics strongly impact the logistics efficiency of the transport industry, the exporter, and the importer, generating congestion at the access point to the terminal as well as long waiting times at the different nodes of the international trade logistics chain.

Traditionally, ports act as an interface between ships and shore by providing shelter and a berthing space, temporary storage, and infrastructure for cargo operations and movement within the port [18,19]. However, the evolution of supply chains urges market players such as maritime shipping lines, stevedoring companies, inland transport operators (freight forwarders and rail and trucking companies), and shipping and customs officers to re-think their role in the logistics process and poses great challenges to the role of ports as functional nodes in logistics networks [20] and to achieving a more active role in supply chains with additional integration levels, which goes beyond their traditional transshipment role [21].

The tendency towards supply chain orientation and logistics integration in the port and maritime industry is well documented in recent literature [22-27]. In a new trend among port system shippers, third party logistics providers and port authorities need to reconfigure a more competitive port network structure.

Thus, ports need to be oriented towards supply chains to meet the changing needs of their users and customers [28]. It is very common for maritime shipping lines and inland transport firms to consist
of different companies who may attempt to establish long-term business relationships. Some strategies such as joint ventures and network integration through coordination among players have been deployed in order to share logistics information, techniques, and resources to gain bargaining power over suppliers [20]. Based on these principles, this research provides a framework for logistics management and improvement of the inter-enterprise processes that include common areas and resources that should be administrated by several actors.

Tongzon et al. [28] analyzed how much the port sector is supply chain oriented by means of an empirical study, considering the port of Incheon (South Korea) as a case study and measuring the degree of its supply chain orientation. The study considered the perspectives of both the port terminal operator and the shipping line calling at the port. An analysis of the main discrepancies between both perspectives is presented as well as an analysis of the impacts on the performance of the port terminal.

One main finding of their study is the difficulty of achieving integration in the supply chain because of data sharing and the lack of cohesion and trust among the different public and private stakeholders. Another conclusion of the study is that more emphasis should be placed on generating additional value-added services as well as improving the port’s access to the hinterland in order to improve the attractiveness of the port to its users.

Ascencio et al., [29] performed a study to measure the degree of cohesion among the stakeholders of the port supply chain of the Port of San Antonio, as well as the levels of satisfaction with respect to the service level received. It was observed that those stakeholders with a high frequency of interaction with each other perceived better service levels and manifested greater satisfaction compared to those that maintained lower frequencies of interaction. Low degrees of trust and confidence with respect to the services provided by the port terminal, the empty container depots, and warehouses were observed, as well as low satisfaction levels with respect to the price-quality ratio.

Furthermore, via a number of group sessions with representative stakeholders of the PLC, the main limitations, opportunity areas, and possible threats to the port system were identified. The main concerns were related to the need for a global entity that enhances the integration and collaboration among the different stakeholders (governance).

Almoratair and Lumsde [30] presented a comprehensive theoretical analysis and conceptual foundation of the port logistics platform as it relates to SCM concepts using a systems theory approach. A port logistics platform is a group of enterprises that work in an environment of close collaboration to strategically position and increase the operational efficiency of each enterprise involved, and in this way achieve competitive advantages in the whole supply chain. Three main systems that constitute the port logistics platform are identified: the port logistics system, the multimodal transport system, and the information and communications system, which are closely interrelated.

The Port Authority has a strategic role, interacting with the stakeholders involved in international trade logistics, such as exporters, importers, logistics operators, customs agents, inland carriers, and shipping lines in order to identify the main factors that impact the logistics performance of the port system [31].

In the research proposed herein, a collaborative framework to improve inter-enterprise processes for a port logistics chain is presented, with the aim to optimize the collaborative operations in the context of international trade and transport interactions, based on the principles of SCM. SCM is “a set of approaches that efficiently integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses and stores for planning, implementing and controlling of the materials and information flows from origin to the point of destination, so that merchandise is produced and distributed at the right quantities, to the right locations, and at the right time, in order to minimize system wide costs while satisfying service level requirements” [32].

Analogously, SCM for a PLC can be defined as follows: “The Management of a Port Logistics Chain promotes the efficient integration and coordination of public and private stakeholders for planning, implementing and controlling the flow of
maritime and ground transport, cargo and information flow (service orders and documentation of international trade) from origin to the point of destination (hinterland, foreland) in an efficient and effective way, in order to minimize system wide costs while satisfying service level requirements of importers and exporters (agility and predictability)".

3. Collaborative Logistics Framework Description

To design and implement the proposed collaborative framework, we focused on the study and analysis of the current degree of integration of the inter-enterprise processes of a PLC, focused on the inland side. We analyzed the current practices of the main Chilean ports and their daily operations and contrasted them with respect to best practices in the literature and case studies in which SCM practices have been implemented successfully, such as in the textile retail, automotive, and supermarket industries. This background information was used to identify current gaps in logistics management practices and potential scopes of intervention within a PLC. Once the current business practices of a port and the challenges to logistics management practices were understood, a redesign process was applied to configure new structures under a collaborative scheme, following the guidelines of SCM.

Figure 1 presents a diagram of the proposed framework, which is composed of three elements: (a) Management of Port Logistic Governance, (b) Logistics Management Platform System, and (c) Port Logistics Operations Model.

The Management of Port Logistics Governance refers to the supra-structure of the PLC, which is based on the existence of a Port Community that facilitates the communication and integration of the different stakeholders of the PLC, including public policy makers based on a well-balanced and integrated stakeholders approach. The Port Community therefore provides a platform for the analysis and continuous improvement of the inter-enterprise processes of the PLC. The port community structure may consider the following strategic pillars: (1) infrastructure, (2) logistics, (3) port-city relationship and environmental issues.

The proposed framework articulates a governance to coordinate the work of multiple stakeholders, both public and private that participate in a collaborative environment. In this regard, issues that should be addressed are: utilization of logistic infrastructure in collaborative schemes, fee regulations, service quality, security (cargo and persons), models of penalties and incentives, and continuous improvement and innovation.

The Logistics Management Platform System, LMPS, serves to design and implement processes and technologies to achieve a more efficient and effective physical and documental flow in the PLC. The main focus is on those business processes that are not related to a single stakeholder and their coordination requires a collaborative approach in order to achieve good performance by the entire PLC. These business processes correspond to three scopes: demand management, vehicle management, and orders management, which can be addressed at a tactical and operational level based on transactional and analytical information systems. More details are provided in section 4.

The third element of the framework, the Port Logistics Operations Model is related to the type of infrastructure and operations model of the port system, which could be either centralized (a two stage system with a pre-terminal and a number of port terminals, in which external trucks are required to arrive at the pre-terminal and then be directed to the corresponding terminal), decentralized (a single stage system in which external trucks arrive directly to the corresponding port terminal) or hybrid (there is a pre-terminal but is not a mandatory stop for all the external
vehicles, some of which arrive directly to the port terminal according to a defined set of business rules). The governance model may consider the role of the port authority that could be based on a landlord scheme.

The proposed framework can be used as a reference model to improve the integral competitiveness of the port and the related stakeholders. The framework also provides support for the processes of redesign and for technological projects such as Single Window Systems and Port Community Systems to facilitate trade and increase efficiency by reducing time and costs.


In this section we present more details on the proposed LMPS. We first introduce in section 4.1 the inter-enterprise processes both individually and their interactions. Then in section 4.2 we present the proposal to manage the inter-enterprise processes based on information technologies, both individually and in a collaborative scheme.

4.1 Inter-Enterprise processes of the PLC

Inter-enterprise processes of the PLC are mainly related to three scopes: demand management, orders management and vehicles management. Decision making related to manage demand and capacity of the PLC can be addressed at tactical and operational levels. Figure 2 summarizes the main focus of the inter-enterprise processes at tactical and operational decision levels, and their interactions.

![Figure 2. Scope of the inter-enterprise processes and interactions.](image)

Tactical level decisions rely on anticipation and collaborative planning of shared resources such as gate capacity and ground slot capacity at pre-terminals and terminals, as well as the access roads, with a medium and short-term horizon, preparing for the most likely scenario to occur, and adjusting the available resources of the port. As observed in figure 2, Demand Port Planning and Vehicle Port Scheduling activities belong to this category. Operational level decisions are focused on the day to day events management (very short-term), such as controlling the entry and exit of vehicles, executing a customs process, or the control of the physical and information flows. Execution and Control Data and Vehicle Flow activities belong to this category.

![Figure 3. Collaborative Activities Cycles of the PLC.](image)

As observed in figure 3, tactical decisions allow estimating demand and operations planning and scheduling for the corresponding ships to be served during a planning horizon. For each service a stacking window prior to the estimated arrival time of the ship is opened to receive export containers.

Hence estimations of workload flows are based on forecasts, which become real data as long as the arrival time of the ship is closer.
Based on that, operational level decisions related to the execution and control plans for orders and vehicle flows are performed and updated through the planning horizon which creates interactions between tactical and operational cycles. The added value proposal is associated to the tactical activities at the pre-terminal which is the main source of congestion due to the lack of collaborative planning between the end users of the port (exporters/importers and the port terminals).

For each scope of the LMPS, there exists technological solutions to support decisions which could be either transactional or analytical systems. Analytical systems use heuristic and optimization models to analyze particular elements of the business and to support the decision-making processes, considering different types of constraints, costs, and its real structure, working with aggregated information (Demand Management System and Vehicle Management System). Transactional systems capture, store, and communicate basic data related to material and information flows, such as a customs authorizations, forwarding requests, etc. (Orders Management System and Vehicle Management System).

It is also important to highlight the interactions that exist among the different processes. Tactical decisions are closely interrelated because they are based on the demand that is estimated for a planning horizon. There will be some operations required to be executed in order to fulfill that demand, which should be planned and scheduled. On the other hand, at the operational level, those plans and schedules should be executed.

Systems to control information and physical flows are closely interrelated because the order management system must indicate to each vehicle when to move to the next stage and thus control the service times.

4.2 Technological Platform for the LMPS

The LMPS proposed as part of the framework includes a number of analytical (tactical) and transactional (operational) technologies. The objective of the analytical and transactional technologies is the collaborative management of common resources such as ground slots at pre-terminals and terminals, gate capacity, and aggregated information on workloads over a planning horizon. The intent of this is to increase the productivity and efficiency of the individual stakeholders of the PLC and the performance of the entire PLC. A transversal characteristic of the proposed technological tools is their integrative scheme based on the planning, scheduling and control of activities cycles, as was highlighted in section 4.1.

4.2.1 Demand Management System (DMS)

Activities related to demand management processes are mainly focused on the phases of forecasting and generation of useful information (expected workload). Managers of the terminal use this information for resource planning and short and medium-term scheduling (equipment, space, and human resources). Customs and customs agents use this information to anticipate workloads and to assign personnel to the different functions related to clearance processes. Coordination activities among all the stakeholders involved in the PLC allow improvement of the decision making process for their own resources and for the whole system.

Apart from the provision of basic infrastructure for the transfer of goods between sea and land, multiple services are provided by different agents at ports, such as cargo handling services including cargo consolidation, dispatching and reception of cargo, customs clearance, cargo warehousing, etc. Hence, the PLC must enhance the way information is handled to improve the coordination of terminals and task scheduling. For this, a standardization of the needed data and a collaborative technological platform that integrates the different activities within the PLC should be implemented.

The DMS proposed supports scenario analysis for planning and scheduling of resources in common areas, through the generation of medium and short-term demand forecasts with respect to service capacity. The DMS provides business intelligence to evaluate workload content for task scheduling scenarios and capacity analysis. It also helps to provide terminal managers and other stakeholders involved in the process of coordination with access to standardized information related to task scheduling.
Figure 4 presents a graphical representation of the different business processes supported by the DMS by means of three subsystems: weekly planning of common areas, task scheduling for a three shifts horizon, and scheduling of common areas.

The figure also illustrates the process for coordinating tasks in the terminal and the assignment of resources for customs activities.

Customs inspections (as well as quarantine or other type of inspections) could be performed either at the pre-terminal (for a centralized model), at each terminal or at an independent facility (for the decentralized model) and there should be good coordination with the terminals in order to efficiently segregate those containers requiring inspections and provide good estimations of workload requirements for those inspections.

Figure 4. Main business processes involved in the DMS.

4.2.2 Order Management System (OMS)

The OMS aims to organize and coordinate the execution and control of physical and information flows at the port system and constitutes a tool that manages the exchange of information among stakeholders so as to enable anticipated requests or procedures to expedite the physical flow of cargo at the port.

This facilitates the monitoring of activities of the diverse firms at the pre-terminal and terminals, as illustrated in figure 5.

As observed in figure 5, order management is directly associated to the Control Cycle, dealing with real-time information that updates tactical plans, based on the real workload face by the terminal in terms of order requests and vehicle flows at either the pre-terminal and terminals.

The main problems found in PLCs are long waiting times for documentation requirements and procedures, and a lack of integrated information management as a philosophy. Hence, the solution proposed is focused on displaying and integrating information, reducing paper based documents and duplication of information. The OMS defines a conceptual framework to manage the existing orders at the PLC so that export and import flows may be optimized.

The proposed OMS is based on the principles of independence of the physical flows (cargo and vehicle) with the documentation, anticipated customs and port procedures (so as to reduce clearance procedures), standardization and integration of documents, and the incorporation of an electronic platform for authorization procedures that can connect the multiple systems operated by the different stakeholders prior to the arrival to the port.

This solution is a first step for the implementation of a single port window, known as a Port Community System (PCS) that has been implemented in several well-developed ports (Port of Singapore, Rotterdam, Valencia, Barcelona, etc.).
We propose the implementation of a single and standard document referred to as the Single Electronic Coordination Document (SECD), that includes customs and port information that is needed for the free flow of the truck and cargo once it arrives to the port. The SECD is a fundamental element for the integration of data among the various stakeholders and seeks to minimize the use of paper documents and double typing of data. It also allows visualizing the physical and documental status of the external and internal customers of the port.

The solution should provide information of anticipated documental procedures prior to the arrival of external trucks to the port and also display the status of the orders at the port, so that the stakeholders involved may have information for decision making and execution control. This could be part of a track and trace system of the port that allows visibility of the cargo for the different stakeholders of the port logistics chain.

4.2.3 Vehicle Management System (VMS)

The VMS should be conceptualized as a support system for coordinating the vehicles at the port and managing vehicle orders. There are two main vehicle flows to coordinate: (a) vehicle flows from and to the hinterland to the port terminal (full containers) and vehicle flows from and to empty container parks; (b) internal vehicle flows and cargo flows within the port. For the first vehicle flow (a), solutions related to Vehicle Booking Systems (VBS) should be implemented, so as to control and reduce congestion and provide more efficient resource capacity utilization of the port terminals, as well as better service standard levels to the external trucks in terms of truck turnaround times.

Management of traffic flow within the port (b) is a shared task among operators and port coordinators (such as the Port Authority) and their efficiency and productivity are critical factors for the customers in terms of service times and associated costs. Tasks at the terminal are of two general types: receiving export cargo and dispatching import cargo. Cargo can be received and dispatched either containerized or as breakbulk cargo. Consolidating and unconsolidating cargo activities could be performed at the port terminals at the Cargo Freight Station area, and corresponds to another type of tasks.

Vehicle flows for the different tasks within the port system should be controlled and monitored so as to avoid congestion and reduce service times. Depending on the complexity of the export and import cycles, there will be different arrival sequences of trucks to the port system, either concentrated at peak periods or previously coordinated with the customer based on booking and appointment systems. The complexity of vehicle coordination is exacerbated when in short periods of time, the arrival of a large number of vehicles for different export and import tasks occurs.

Accordingly, three main principles were considered for the proposed VMS:

• Synchronization between tasks and coordination of the vehicle flow. Tasks should be coordinated among operators and coordinators of the vehicle flows, such that workloads in the different stages of the vehicular circuit are balanced based on specific business rules, both centralized and decentralized according to the logistics operations model of the port. For this, the VMS should support the administration truck flows between the pre-terminal and terminals, authorizations, notifications, and traffic control, and support the physical and documental traceability of trucks.

• Simultaneity of requirements. Along the time horizon, there will be simultaneous and concurrent requirements. Therefore, a synchronized dispatching of vehicles as a function of the different active tasks at the port is required. Each active task has its own requirement of trucks to execute the corresponding activities, and hence, business rules should be defined to manage vehicle flows within the system.

• Visibility of relevant information for vehicle management. Coordinating the work of the various stakeholders within the port requires information on the status of trucks and cargo, the state of the active tasks, the container slot utilization, and the status of requests for the dispatching of trucks to each active task.

Coordination of tasks and orders is based on the utilization of container slots in the port. Along with
the visualization of the physical state of the truck, it is necessary to control the utilization level of slots at both the pre-terminal and terminals, which allows coordinating the reception of vehicles that are waiting in previous stages to be serviced. Figure 6 presents the cycles in which the VMS provides support, which are related to the execution and control of the arrivals and dispatching of vehicles. These activities involve intensive use of resources in common areas (pre-terminal) and terminal areas, which is an important factor regarding the main problems associated with congestion and delays at the port.

5. Case Study of an application of the Collaborative Framework for a Chilean port logistics chain.

We consider a Chilean Port Logistics Chain that operates in the Central Region of Chile. According to the proposed framework, we present a description of each of the three elements for the port system considered. International trade operations in Chile are highly dynamic, evidence of the current integration with world markets. Maritime transport is the most significant mode in Chile, with more than 90% of the cargo transferred through maritime port terminals.

The central region of Chile concentrates more than 60% of the volume transferred within the country and two main Container Ports provide public service. Both are the closest ports to the capital of the country, Santiago (within 100 kilometers), and share the same hinterland. The efficiency of the PLC is a fundamental competitive element.

Management of Port Logistics Governance

In terms of the Management of Port Logistics Governance, a Port Community was established several years ago in which the different stakeholders are gathered, acting as a platform for communication and collaborative analysis of the current processes and continuous improvement opportunities. The Port Community has participated in the process of port modernization both in terms of infrastructure and technology. The Port Community is structured into three committees: the strategic committee, the forum, and the operational committee and operates with work-tables that meet under a defined schedule.

Port Logistics Operations Model

The PLC considered is currently operating under a centralized logistics model with two port terminals and a common pre-terminal (a two stage port system). The Port Authority operates under a landlord scheme, where the two terminals are each operated by a private terminal operator, but one of them recently given in concession (early of 2013) and previously operated by the Port Authority under a multi-operator model. The physical configuration of this port system is common to
several Chilean ports due to the lack of space at the terminals.

Some advantages that a centralized logistics model has brought to this port are: integration with access routes, displacement of truck congestion from the terminals to the pre-terminal, reduction of congestion in the city surrounding the port, as well as a reduction of cargo dwell times at the terminal yards, which have very limited storage space.

**Logistics Management Platform System**

The proposed system integrates three interrelated business cycles: the port planning cycle, with a planning horizon of a maximum of a week or 21 shifts, each of 8 hours; the resource scheduling cycle, with a time horizon of 2 days, the execution and control cycle, in which the focus is on the management of service orders and the control of the vehicles, cargo, and the associated documentation.

**a) Demand Management System**

Anticipated information related to the workload content of the different areas of the port, considering the pre-terminal, terminals, and the active and prospective tasks within a planning horizon is required.

Hence a demand management system is proposed with the aim to forecasting demand on a determined planning horizon.

The DMS considered two types of forecast models to estimate workload content: static and dynamic (see figure 8).

The static forecast model works with a planning horizon of one week and provides aggregated information on workload content for the PLC in terms of the currently active and prospective tasks to be executed.

The dynamic forecast model estimates workload content for active tasks at the port for the next shift. Both forecasts models should be updated and can be related also to a Truck Appointment System.

**b) Order Management System**

In order to implement the OMS, we consider the direct dispatching of import container flows, incorporating the functionalities of anticipated procedures, the integration of information in a single document (SECD), and traceability.

The OMS incorporates the required orchestration to control and execute activities within the PLC, integrated with the VMS that will be described below. Figure 9 presents an example of the relationship between the OMS and the related activities for this flow, as well as the systems of the stakeholders involved.

**c) Vehicle Management System**

The port system under consideration lacks of coordination with its hinterland and road access to the gate of the terminal. This impacts the service variables such as the vehicle times in system, asset opportunity costs, and service quality.

Synchronizing coordination and operations is hampered by a lack of standardization in procedures, a lack of accountability in the use of common areas for parking, inefficiencies in the operation of tasks, a lack of technological support, and paper based documental procedures.

The proposal for the VMS is based on a Kanban system that relies on the principles of the Just in Time philosophy [33], in which execution and control activities are based on a pull system.
Thus, the last stage of the process activates the material requirements or flows for earlier stages, achieving production in the right amount and at the precise moment that it is needed. In this case, requirement flows consist of the external trucks that arrive to the pre-terminal and wait until the corresponding terminal requests them to deliver or pick up a container.

Monitoring activities should provide basic control information, both for the trucks and for the status of the pre-terminal and terminals, allowing an efficient synchronization of vehicles in the different stages of the process.

In order to estimate the operational parameters, a simulation model was implemented, modeling the port system as a queuing network with two stages (see figure 10), with pre-stacking and stacking zones.

A common area for parking slots in the pre-terminal and an assigned area for parking slots in the pre-stacking and stacking areas are considered in the system, as well as a buffer area of parking slots that is used for vehicles waiting to be served.

The simulation model evaluates different parking space configurations with respect to the number of slots in the terminal, in the pre-stacking area, and in the buffer area. The performance indicators utilized were the average waiting times for the vehicles in the port system and the utilization of space.

Given that the main congestion problems arise at the fruit season (January to April), we consider a sampling of truck arrivals during that period and
analyzed only the fruit logistic chain. Based on data published by the port authority, service times for external trucks at peak periods are about 8.58 hours on average in 2009 (Port Authority of Valparaiso, 2010). This considers only when the truck enters to the pre-terminal, waits for the service at the terminal (which includes a service times of 2 hours and 42 minutes on average) and departs. Hence, waiting times at the pre-terminal could be about 6 hours. This could be due to external and internal factors and the objective is to understand the internal factors that could reduce waiting times.

The simulation model considered 73 tasks during which 17,317 trucks arrive to the system, from which 53 tasks corresponded to the main container terminal and 20 to the second terminal previously operated by the Port Authority. Considering the same service times at the terminals, simulation results show a reduction of about 1 hour of waiting times at the pre-terminal on average, which resulted in 17,000 truck-hours reduction per month.

Further improvements can be achieved if the vehicle management system includes a Truck Appointment System so that trucks provide anticipated arrival information to the port and the port terminal managers perform tactical capacity planning and better resource utilization to increase standard service levels to the users.

6. Conclusiones and Recommendations for further research

A Collaborative Logistics Framework for a port logistics chain is presented based on the application of SCM principles that rely on an integral improvement of the multi-enterprise operations, based on the integration of the business processes of the PLC with its stakeholders. This new approach aims to provide a reference model for the coordination of the PLC in terms of infrastructure, common resources, and the information that supports collaborative decision making.

The proposed collaborative framework comprises three main dimensions: the Management of Port Logistic Governance, (b) the Logistics Management Platform System (LPMS) and (c) the Port Logistics Operations Model. The framework is focused on the design and implementation of the three inter-enterprise business processes of the PLC: demand management, orders management, and vehicles management. These collaborative processes are developed at a tactical (planning and scheduling) and operational (control and execution) levels. The global objective of these inter-enterprise processes is the coordination of common resources and the reduction of operational variability.

The LPMS is implemented based on three collaborative information systems: the demand management system, the orders management system, and the vehicle management system. These systems allow the administration of the cycles of planning and scheduling of common resources of the PLC, and the control and execution cycles for those operations required for the import and export flows at the PLC.

The proposed framework has been validated with respect to a real PLC in Chile. The Management of Port Logistics Governance is based on the existence of a Port Community that provides a platform for coordination and continuous improvement of the inter-enterprise processes, facilitating the physical and information flow among the private and public stakeholders that are involved in international trade processes.

A key principle considered in the framework is the anticipation of information related to workload cargo in order to support the synchronization of activities among stakeholders involved and the demand flows, as well as to support decision making related to the assignment of resources. Furthermore, it is fundamental to improve coordination between the CLP and the hinterland in terms of implementing a Vehicle Booking Systems (VBS) that may enhance better resource utilization at the terminal and the minimization of truck turnaround times. VBS may also potentially impact the transport chain by providing information that allows the generation of round trips at the port and street-turn opportunities at the hinterland (match empty equipment needs so they can interchange empty containers without first returning them to an empty container park), which in turn, minimizes empty trips and congestion at the PLC.
For further research we propose to analyze the impacts of a Truck Appointment System for improving vehicle and information flows at the port, such that service times at the port system may be reduced and external trucks may be able to increase their productivity. Roundtrips or “double appointments” at the port terminals could be also explored (i.e. a truck delivering an export container and picking up an import container).

Also, as further research, the impacts on resource utilization and efficiency of internal operations based on a Truck Appointment System along with the proposed collaborative framework could be analyzed. The VMS proposed could be also implemented for a decentralized logistics operation model in order to analyze impacts in terms of congestion and pollution at the access of the port with the corresponding adjustments for this type of system.
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